Simple and Rapid Tissue Clearing Method for Three-Dimensional Histology of the Pancreas.
Previously, high-resolution three-dimensional imaging of a whole and intact pancreas was not possible, since light is scattered when it passes through cell compartments with different refractive indices. CLARITY is one of the tissue clearing techniques that has yielded success with the central nervous system. To preserve tissue integrity after delipidation, conventional protocols embed tissue in an acrylamide-based hydrogel, which involves the use of specialized equipment. Recently, we determined that the hydrogel-embedding step could be simplified and replaced by passive tissue fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). The whole procedure is less time-consuming and less error-prone, and can be completed within a week, compared to conventional CLARITY protocols that may take weeks to complete. Here, the detailed stepwise procedures involved in the simplified CLARITY workflow are applied to the pancreas of wild-type and gene-knockout 6-week old mice expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the mouse insulin 1 promoter (MIP-GFP). This technique could facilitate high-resolution, three-dimensional imaging of pancreatic islets and comparison between different mouse genotypes under different disease and treatment conditions. © 2017 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.